The Damen fixed linkspans consist of bridge sections supported on one side at the quay and on the other side supported by a suspension frame. This suspension frame is normally founded on piles, though other options are possible. On the suspension frame either a hydraulic installation and/or a counterweight solution allows the bridge deck to be adjusted to the tidal range and to accommodate the vessel movements.

**OPTIONAL MATERIALIZATION**
- Three layer System;
- Anodes zinc;
- Marine coating system.
- Bolts hot dip galvanized.

**OPTIONAL**
- Slackening structure;
- Quay fender System;
- Lighting fixtures / street lights;
- Lineation;
- (Automatic) gates;
- Power packs / power units;
- Ticket sales cabin(s);
- Fire extinguishing equipment;
- Water supply;
- Safety / life saving equipment.